NORTHERN ETHIOPIA RESPONSE
APRIL 2022

1,213 MT
TOTAL CARGO TRANSPORTED

262 MT
BY AIR

951 MT
BY ROAD

31
NUMBER
OF ROTATIONS

20
ORGANISATIONS
SUPPORTED

4
CONVOYS ORGANISED

170 TRUCKS COORDINATED/FACILITATED

47% FOOD SECURITY
31% HEALTH
19% SHELTER
2% NUTRITION
2% WASH

ORGANISATIONS USING COMMON SERVICES
ACF USA, CRS, FAO, FHI360, GOAL, ICRC, IMC, IOM, MEDTMS, OXFAM INT, SCI, SP, SSAES, UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF, WHO, WVI, EECMY, SOS

Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data currently available from the Field Logistics Cluster staff supporting the emergency response operation. It may be revised or updated as new, or more complete data becomes available.

The Logistics Cluster is led by

LOGCLUSTER.ORG/OPS/ETH20A
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11 COORDINATION MEETINGS HELD
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